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A890 Van der Zyl Papers

1/1 Correspondence, mostly in German, mainly of Erich van der Zyl;
accounts; documents, papers in French or German, including a list
of clothing and possessions, for Magnus and Emma van der Zyl;
copies of a document, in German, for Rosa Anneliese van der Zyl

1933-66

1/2 Correspondence, some in German, including from Leonard
G.Montefiore; typescript poetry, in German; New Year cards; card
announcing the engagement of Frederick Berdach and Vanda
Beneta Butler; receipts, including one for subscription to the Union
of Anglo-Jewish Preachers; notes `My view of my religion';
invitations, one in Spanish

1938-68

1/3 Correspondence and poetry, in German, of Georg Less 1948-53

1/4 Correspondence, typescripts, digests, journal article and journal, in
German

1959-80s

2/1 Typescripts, in German, letter of recommendation, privilege pass
of Werner van der Zyl at Mooragh internment camp, Ramsey, Isle
of Wight; pencil sketches of Mooragh camp by K.Rothschild and
M.Steinhardt; photographs of Werner van der Zyl; memorial
service for Werner van der Zyl; In memoriam booklet for Leo
Baeck; copy of the published dissertation, in German, of Werner
van der Zyl; contract of Werner van der Zyl as senior minister of
West London Synagogue of British Jews; prayerbook, with loose
notes; correspondence, some in German; newsletters, one in
Spanish; newspaper cuttings, one in German; text of a dedication
to Werner van der Zyl by Hugo Gryn; certificate of a honorary
doctorate of divinity bestowed on Werner van der Zyl by the
Hebrew Union College, Jewish Institute of Religion, Cincinnati 

1940-94

2/2 Notes, text of address by Werner van der Zyl; typescripts, in
Spanish and English, of a journal article relating to Werner van der
Zyl; correspondence, one in Spanish; newsletter; Southport New
Synagogue magazine; minutes of board meeting of Comunidad
Israelita de Palma de Mallorca; order of memorial service for
Norman Bentwich; photograph

1971-90

2/3 `Spanish papers': text of addresses, in German, by Werner van der
Zyl; correspondence, some in German, some relating to van der
Zyl's resignation from his post in Majorca; copy of a paper, in
Spanish; copy of a photograph; concert programme, in Spanish;
newspaper cuttings, in Spanish

1970-87

2/4 `Leo Baeck College papers': reports of a sub-committee to
investigate the establishment of a theological college for the
training of ministers and rabbis; typescript paper of the Minister's
training board; Leo Baeck College programme, syllabus and
booklet; notes; notebook; correspondence; newspaper cuttings, one
in German; invitation; newsletters; pamphlets; price list, in
Spanish; telephone bills, in Spanish; money transfer papers, in
Spanish or German; leaflet concerning the sixth annual Van der
Zyl lecture; text of an address to the annual conference of the
Reform Synagogues of Great Britain; order of ordination service;
text of the Van der Zyl lecture by Rabbi Lionel Blue; copies of
`The Leo Baeck College: prologomena and beginnings'; articles;

1943-84
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text of a sermon by Rabbi Dr Jonathan Magonet; Leo Baeck
College certificate

3/1 Notes for sermons, addresses, some in German; extract from a
book; correspondence, some in German; booklets, in German

1943-81

3/2 Printed and typescript addresses, one in German; synopsis of a
paper by Claude G.Montefiore, 1928; newspaper cuttings, in
German or Hebrew script

1928-54

3/3 Printed orders of service; menus and toast lists; invitation to a
barmitzvah

1953-71
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